
How to flip/switch court case to queen’s bench … DURING and AT 

statutes court (and invoking common law of record) 

Always write note by hand, i.e. hand-written. Copy exactly the text below the dotted line as 

they appear. What’s in CAPITAL LETTERS must be written in CAPITAL LETTERS. 

Update text in red. Man does not need to sign the notice because his own hand-writing says a 

living, breathing human being is the author and is physically present in court to handle claim. 

 

Give a copy each to JUDGE, COURT CLERK and PROSECUTOR during and at court 

case. 

 

The JUDGE, when seeing a man is in court invoking queen’s bench (common law court), 

will advise PROSECUTOR to drop case/claim/suit – because it is impossible for a man 

known as HEAD OF DHR, ABC BANK INC, LOCAL COUNCIL OF CALIFORNIA or 

BANK MANAGER, etc., can ever physically appear in open court to state his claim! They 

are merely legal fictions! 

 

At queen’s bench a plaintiff must appear in court to state his/her claim (press the record) 

against another man.  

If there is no pressing of the record, do not be tricked into proceeding with the case for 

whatever trickery the JUDGE/LAWYER may use. 

Just stand your ground always saying “i am a man.” No pressing of the record, the court 

cannot proceed and therefore there’s NO CASE. 

queen’s bench = queen’s court = peoples’ court = common law court of record = common 

law court = all that is required is the presence of a JUDGE and 2 man (1 plaintiff/claimant + 

1 defendant) and it can be held anywhere 

standing of common law = the queen/king, the people and the land are one indivisible under 

God 

at court = man at statues court is not a ‘member’ of the society and therefore its codes do not 

apply to man 

in court = man invokes queen’s bench and man ‘moves’ (i.e. flips/switches his status from 

PERSON to man; and flips/switches statutes court to common law court) and conducts his 

case in his common law court. Legal fictions have no standing/power in queen’s bench. 

…………………………………………………………………… 

Notice 

date 

man’s address 

i, a man: John Doe … 

1. require of YOU: JUDGE name of judge to place your case before 

queen’s bench. 

2. once we are before queen’s bench the plaintiff must press the record. 


